3OO	THE   RISE   OF   ITALIAN   FASCISM
morning of the 25th and the 26th or 2yth this plan was
greatly modified. Only a few c legions ' from Tuscany,
some c centuries * from the Po valley,1 the squads of the
Abruzzi and of the province of Rome were appointed to
' march 5 on. the capital. The local actions now became
the most important part of the plan. This was dife to a
change in the political plan ; for Mussolini and his closest
advisers reckoned that mobilization and local action would
exert sufficient pressure to enforce the solution demanded
by the fascists. The fascist political leaders were now
largely concerned to keep the blackshirt columns as far
from Rome as they could without spoiling the stage effect of
the 'march5. This was to be kept as a threat, though
without hindering the normal development of the crisis that
resulted from Salandra's refusal to form a ministry.
On the night of the 27th the prefects delegated their
powers to the military authorities, who made no attempt to
prevent the fascists seizing buildings or to evict them when in
occupation. Practically all senior officials, civil or military,
displayed a benevolent neutrality, amounting occasionally
to open complicity, in face of the fascist mobilization. The
few cases of resistance were due to the individual initiative
of a few officials and soldiers during the period of martial
law on the morning of the 28th. When the Stefani agency
announced its cancellation the authorities felt themselves
more than ever encouraged in their attitude, and there was
a rush to welcome the new government directly it was learnt
that the king had summoned Mussolini to form it.
The Quadrumvirate had decided to direct the conquest of
the capital from Perugia, and installed themselves openly
at the Brufani Hotel, opposite the prefecture. A platoon
of soldiers could have seized the e high command ' of the
fascist revolution if some N.G.O. had taken the initiative.
Actually the reverse happened, for three fascist delegates
called on the prefect at about midnight on the 27th and
summoned him to give up his powers to the fascist com-
mand. Although the prefecture was defended by the Royal
* According to the Regulations for the formation of fascist squads drawn up at the
beginning of 1922, the squadre consisted of from twenty to fifty men, the
* centuries * included four squadre, the ' cohorts s four centuries, the legions
from three to nine cohorts.

